MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD
SUBJECT: Proceedings – Air Force Northwest Mountain Region Airspace/Range Council – Management
Session
.A GENERAL – The Air Force Northwest Mountain Region Airspace/Range Council Management Session
convened at 1:30 pm, March 3, 2010 at the Idaho Air National Guard Dining Facility, Gowan Field, Boise, ID.
.B MANAGEMENT SESSION PROCEEDINGS FOR MARCH 3, 2010
.1 Remarks/Objectives/Introductions – Colonel Rick Wedan is the State of Oregon Air Operations
Officer at the state headquarters and co-chair of the Northwest Mountain Regional Airspace/Range Council.
Colonel Wedan welcomed everyone that is a stakeholder in military flight operations to the management
council. The military owe our capability to successfully train to the cooperation of the land mangers attending
the council meeting.
 Introductions – all attendees introduced themselves and military representatives provided a brief
overview of their unit’s aircraft and the special use airspace they utilize for their operational training.
 Engagement – Colonel Wedan suggested that everyone utilize the management council to engage
with the military unit representatives that train in or near land managers’ areas of concern.
 Lessons Learned - Need to get the lessons learned from the units that have done this before.
.2 Action Item Status – Mr. Rose (QinetiQ-NA)
 GARS
 BACKGROUND: Global Area Reference System (GARS) has been developed to easily
identify area locations for activities such as air refueling orbits, combat air patrol orbits, and initial
contact points for operations with ground units. Ranges need to adapt this worldwide system to their
local environment and set up scenarios that utilize the system by overlaying existing airspace on the
GARS grid for real world training.
 ACTION ITEM: Implement GARS to identify/define airspace and ranges.
 OPR: AF/A3O-BR OCR: Units, Range
 Status: IN PROGRESS: AF/A3O-BR identifying ranges greater than 60NM on any side.

Will task owning MAJCOMs to create Falcon View overlays utilizing GARS Units will
update range documents to reflect GARS

 CONTINUATION TRAINING AIRSPACE REQUIREMENTS FOR PREDATOR
 BACKGROUND: How do we establish airspace for the Predator UAS since continuation
training airspace requirements for the Predator UAV have not been identified? (Some FTU
requirements exist but are not deemed adequate for continuation training.) Training requirements will
be heaviest on the sensor operator and currently Restricted Airspace is required to accomplish
training. New Restricted Airspace will be contested by other users of the NAS
 ACTION ITEM: Identify continuation training airspace requirements for the Predator UAV.
 OPR: HQ ACC/A3Y OCR: HQ USAF/A3O-BR
 Status: IN PROGRESS Airspace requirements included in the T/TSNS for Grand Forks,
although no clearly defined requirement has been established. RAND Study identifies minimum
UAS airspace requirements (15 NM x 15 NM for Predator).
 ENVIRONMENTAL CATEX
 BACKGROUND: CATEXs in 32 CFR Part 989 discussion suggested that the FAA regulation
should be changed to accept DoD CATEXs.
 ACTION ITEM: Address FAA-acceptable environmental CATEXs
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 OPR: HQ USAF/A3O-BR
 Status: FAA needs to update its NEPA implementing regulation/procedures with CEQ
regulations. This is accomplished through the following process:
.a Revise the FAA’s NEPA implementing regulation with proposed updates (e.g., new CATEXs)
.b Release the proposed Regulation via the Fed Register for public and agency review (to
include a CEQ Review)
.c Consider public and agencies’ comments
.d Respond to public and agencies’ comments when finalizing their regulation (again) via the
Fed Reg.
 Key Issue: To support adding new CATEXs, the FAA would have to "adopt” DoD (or any other
Agency's) NEPA documentation as their own, then go through the above administrative process.
However, they probably would not say, "we are incorporating DoD CATEXs.”
 Discussion: This needed to be a DoD CATEX not just an Air Force issue, existing airspace
request would need to be re-accomplished. Colonel Chupein suggested that the Air Force request that
the Air Force, Navy and the FAA meet to resolve this issue. Mr. Weppner suggested that this issue
should be elevated to PBFA and Colonel Chupein agreed to take the issue to Mr. Pease for PBFA
consideration.
 DOD AND DHS OPS WITHIN SUA
 ACTION ITEM: Develop standard for simultaneous DoD and DHS operations within SUA.
 OPR: HQ USAF/A3O-AC
OCR: DHS; Other Services
 Status: IN PROCESS Agreement is still with DHS. AYI will continue to follow up.
 Current State: MOU is in legal review at DHS. Upon receipt of the signed document

from CBP, Lt Col Militello intends to staff it through the DoD for PBFA signature.

 ENVIRONMENTAL FOR SMALL UAS
 BACKGROUND: Question on whether AFSOC is taking the lead on establishing a
“programmatic” document outlining baseline environmental aspects for UAS operations.
 ACTION ITEM: AFSOC to develop EIS guidelines for smaller UAS
 OPR: HQ USAF/A7CI
OCR: HQ USAF/A7CI
 Status: IN PROGRESS Transfer action to PBFA
 Comments: Colonel Chupein suggests alternate courses of action to include a

programmatic nation-wide EIS and a template EA to be developed by A7 to be used for this
type airspace.

 AIRSPACE COORDINATION PLANS
 DISCUSSION: Airspace Coordination Plans for States are needed for deconfliction of
participating military aircraft in support of Civil Emergencies
 ACTION ITEM: Regional Co-Chairmen will work with State Aviation Officials and State NG
DOs to finalize Memorandum of Agreement between the State National Guard and HQ 1st Air Force
(AFNORTH).
 OPR: ARC Co-Chairmen
OCR: State Dos
 Status: Changed OPR and OCR to AFNORTH and A3O-BR respectively
 Comments: States need to know what is required of them to simulate and training to prior to
having a real disaster The draft plan would seem to shut down commerce in the wake of the
emergency implementation. Each state is very different. Gen. Rice believes that AFNORTH is getting
that idea as well and this should be returned to them for resolution with the new 1 st AF Commander
Major Gen Dean playing a major roll. A request was made that AFNORTH personnel attend the ARC
meetings for coordination information.
 MULTI-DEPARTMENT STUDY GROUP ON PUBLIC LANDS
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 DISCUSSION: At NWM Management ARC, March 2009, the discussion concerning potential
new wilderness areas identified the requirement for the development of a multi-department study
group to evaluate these sites and provide recommendations for the establishing legislation. The
desired level of coordination would be the lowest local or state level similar to the Preliminary Wind
Energy sitting capability.
 ACTION ITEM: Request that the Department of Defense join with the Departments of
Agriculture, Interior, and Energy at the National Forest or BLM District level to monitor actions
related to establishment of new wilderness areas.
 OPR: HQ USAF/A3O-BR
OCR: AFFSA
 Status: We have been focusing on an edit to the Wilderness Language. If we can revise language
into the text preserving our ability to use the airspace as we have, we will not need to engage on every
new proposal.
 Comments: Studies do not always include airspace utilization. This should stay open through the
current effort to develop more Wilderness Areas. The wording should be changed to monitor action
and remove the creation of groups.
 MILITARY TRAINING ROUTE TURN POINT IDENTIFICATION
 DISCUSSION: At NWM Management ARC, March 2009, the discussion concerning the effects
of large magnetic variation changes in Alaska identified the requirement to improve the AP1-B
updates. MTRs are defined by Latitude and Longitude of turn points and the Fix, Radial and Distance
(FRD) from the nearest NAVAID is calculated and added to the turn point description. The FRDs
change dramatically in Alaska over just a few years.
 ACTION ITEM: Request that the Department of Defense work with the FAA to develop an
improved method to update the FRD information in AP1-B when the magnetic variation for
NAVAIDs are changed.
 OPR: AFFSA
OCR: HQ USAF/A3O-BR
 Status: CLOSED Current AP1/B and General Planning guidance details procedures to update
routes
 OBSTACLE DATABASE CONSOLIDATION
 DISCUSSION: At NWM Management ARC, March 2009, a request was made to eliminate the
duplication and discrepancies between the two obstacle databases. One problem identified was that
Falcon View in a 70 x 100 nm view has two different databases.
 ACTION ITEM: Request that the Department of Defense work with the FAA to consolidate
obstacle clearance data to a single database.
 OPR: AFFSA
OCR: HQ USAF/A3O-BR
 Status: CLOSED Because NGA also captures obstacle data for military purposes, they do not
want this data released to the public - NGA has stated the NGA and FAA obstacle databases will not
be combined. NGA captures obstacle data for other purposes the FAA does not want/need. The FAA
has also stated they have no plans to combine the two obstacle databases. This will not change and
therefore the Action Item is closed.
 SUBMISSION OF AIRSPACE AND MTR REQUESTS
 DISCUSSION: At CGL ARC, May 2009 -- A hard copy Sectional Chart is required when
submitting airspace proposals. Falcon View depictions can vary based on two databases within the
system. A hard copy is required for submission of an MTR request. Further coordination necessitates
fax copies be produced and accuracy of details is often compromised by multiple transmissions. An
email submission would eliminate this problem and assure accuracy of the request.
 ACTION ITEM: Standardize Falcon View to utilize WGS 84 System for accuracy. Refine JO
7400.2 process to utilize email submission of requests. Establish a trail at the Service Center.
 OPR: HQ USAF/A3O-BR
OCR: AFFSA
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 Status: CLOSED Working with AFFSA to determine the way ahead. If there is a way to modify
Falcon View for our purposes, we will propose a change to JO 7400.2 with FAA.
 Comments: FAA is developing an electronic special use airspace requests capability as briefed at
this meeting that will satisfy this Action Item. Applicable FAA regulations will have to be amended to
reflect this change.
.3 National Special Activity Airspace Project – Mr. Dean Fulmer (HQ FAA – NSAAP Manager) – Mr.
Fulmer’s office is in the FAA Aeronautical Information Management (AIM) section. Mr. Fulmer first attended
an Airspace/Range Management Council last year in Portland.
 Special Activity Airspace (SAA) is airspace with defined dimensions within the National Airspace
System wherein limitations may be imposed upon aircraft operations that includes SUA and any other
designated airspace areas
 Current Drivers
 Fuel Forum Initiatives: “Provide Greater use of Military Airspace”
 Airspace Working Group: Improved information sharing, real-time management, dynamic use of
SUA and improved access for all stakeholders identified in the group’s charter
 Enterprise Architecture Operational Improvement: Improved Management of Airspace for
Special Use
 RTCA Task Force 5 on NextGen: More efficient management and use of SAA identified as a
unique capability area
 JPDO (Joint Planning and Development Office) operational improvements
 Numerous FAA policies, procedures, programs, and organizations that speak to SAA: NextGen,
SWIM, FAA Flight Plan
 Cooperation - The PBFA, FAA, and RTCA are at the same table for the first time and will answer the
requirements with a single voice.
 Rules of Engagement – Focus Areas
 Looking at national level issues – not asking for anything from the military just looking at how to
better manage airspace.
 To identify those policies, technologies, and metrics that deal specifically with SAA scheduling,
planning, status, and utilization.
 Enable electronic scheduling of SAA and broadcast those schedules and updates to Air
Navigation Service Providers and NAS users
 Create capabilities to populate this data across existing and future airspace planning/analysis
systems to better manage SAA in the NAS
 Establish an electronic means of gathering real time utilization of all SAA and develop a more
accurate utilization reporting system
 Expected Benefits and Consequences
 Consideration of all operator’s needs
 Enabling the military to train as they fight
 Allowing governmental activities while mitigating impact to other operators
 Reduced flight time and distance for civilian and military operators who leverage enhanced
awareness of SAA status to opt for more efficient routes
 Enroute navigation will gradually migrate from the existing ground based navigation to GPS
based navigation.
 New capability will allow multiple flight plans to be available for selection just prior to the time
of departure to enable the selection of the optimum route considering weather and special activity
airspace planned utilization.
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 ICAO is working on the handbook for civil – military operations
 Dynamic Airspace, the relocation of special activity airspace is being evaluated at nine ATCAAs
with the help of Air Force Lt Col Crowe at FAA Headquarters
 Consequences of inaction?…We are stuck with the status quo
 Dysfunctional strategic and tactical planning
 Under-utilized airspace
 Loss of NAS capacity
 Loss of predictability
 Loss of flexibility
 Increased costs and delays
 A squandered opportunity to influence the future of NAS operations
.4 Special Activity Airspace (SAA) Automation Update – Mr. Jim Perkins (FAA – AJR-32). Currently
98 percent of the Air Force and Air National Guard units are using the Military Airspace Data Entry (MADE)
system to input unit training operations into the FAA Special Use Airspace (SUA) Management System
(SAMS)
 Change to FAA JO7930.2M - 6-1-5. SPECIAL USE AIRSPACE (SUA) AND RELATED

AIRSPACE: A NOTAM must be issued through the SUA Management System (SAMS) to
activate special use airspace if activated by NOTAM only or At other than published times for
those SUA that contain a NOTAM provision in their legal description, under the appropriate
ARTCC(s):
 SUA, for the purpose of this manual, includes Restricted Area, Military Operations
Area (MOA), Warning Area, and Alert Area airspace only.
.a A NOTAM must be issued to activate SUA at other than published times for those
areas that contain a NOTAM provision (for example, “BY NOTAM,” INTERMITTENT
BY NOTAM,” or “OTHER TIMES BY NOTAM”) in their times of use legal description
per FAA Order 7400.8, or if that SUA can only be activated by NOTAM. A NOTAM
must not be issued to make other changes to the charted dimensions or which would
exceed the lower or upper published altitude limits.
.b NOTAMs issued for SUA activation and cancellation for uncharted and unpublished
times must be Center NOTAMs issued for SUA inclusive areas for accountability
locations of SUAE, SUAC, and SUAW corresponding to the FAA Service Areas East,
Central, and West respectively.
 Related airspaces include Military Training Routes (MTR) and Aerial Refueling
Tracks and Anchors. The provisions of para 6-1-5 apply to related airspaces as well as
SUA.
.a A NOTAM must be issued to activate SUA and related airspaces at other than
published or charted times for those areas that contain a NOTAM provision (i.e., “BY
NOTAM,” “INTERMITTENT BY NOTAM,” or “OTHER TIMES BY NOTAM”) in
their times of use legal description per FAA Order 7400.8, and related Government
charting, or if that SUA or related airspaces can only be activated by NOTAM. A
NOTAM must not be issued to make other changes to the charted dimensions or which
would exceed the lower or upper published altitude limits.
.b NOTAMs issued for SUA and related airspaces activation and cancellation for
uncharted and unpublished times must be Center NOTAMs issued for SUA inclusive
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areas for accountability locations of SUAE, SUAC and SUAW corresponding to the FAA
Service Areas East, Central and West respectively.
.c EXAMPLES- !SUAC ZMP AIRSPACE CRYPT NORTH MOA 5000-16000 WEF
0907150400-0907150600
Lights-Out/Night Vision Goggle (NVG) Operations in MOAs.
.a Upon notification of a lights out/NVG operation in an authorized MOA (as listed in
FAA exemption 7960), issue a NOTAM containing the following information:
(). 1 Lights Out/NVG Operations
(). 2 MOA name
(). 3 Altitude
(). 4 Date/time the activity will begin and end.
.b EXAMPLE - !SUAW ZLA AIRSPACE LGTS OUT/NVG TRNG DESERT AND
REVEILLE NORTH/SOUTH MOA 9000/BLW AVOIDANCE ADVISED WEF
0912070200-0912070500
.c NOTE - NOTAMs for lights out/NVG operations are scheduled times only, identified
48 hours in advance.

 SAMS online “Create Schedules Worksheet” was shown with a direct interface with MADE that will
push unit schedule input into the SAMS system to meet the new NOTAM requirements.
 MADE online “Airspace Denial/Cap Report Grid” is completed and operational this spring. Mr.
Perkins also presented a sample report. He requested feedback to make it better
 MADE/SAMS – CSE Interface may be available this fall.
 The CSE - MADE/SAMS Web Service interface 0.3 is now hosted on the SAMS development
system.
 CSE can submit new and updated schedules to MADE/SAMS in the development environment
 MADE/SAMS logs the requests for integration/processing
 Airspace Building Tool demo will be presented in May
 DoD unit designs a potential new SAA with digital mapping software and web based submit
process.
 Affected Control Facility Airspace Specialists will be able to suggest modifications and approve
of the proposal online.
 Service Area Mil Reps and Airspace Specialists will be able to process and forward
proposals.FAA HQ AJR-3 Airspace and Rules will receive the proposal for processing and approval
 SUA / TFR Website now combines two webs sites into a single SUA/TFR website with graphic
display. It will allow anyone to see airspace schedules. Currently out for public comment
 New Contact Info: phone: 202-493-1444, cell: 202-450-0136

.5 WSA Air Traffic Representative Overview and Sectorization – Mr. Robbie McGurn (FAA – ATREP
Seattle, WA)
 The ATREPs in the Western Service Area have been divided in to six geographic sectors with an ATREP
assigned to each sector.
 Sector One: Anchorage, covering Alaska, Hawaii, and Guam, Mr. Rick Vickery, email:

Richard.Vickery@faa.gov, Phone: 907-552-4093


Sector Two: Seattle, covering Washington and Oregon, Mr. Robbi McGurn, email:

Robert.McGurn@faa.gov, Phone: 425-306-3025

 Sector Three: Las Vegas, covering Southern Nevada, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and Montana,
Mr. Dennis Bee, email: Dennis.Bee@faa.gov, Phone: 702-652-5530
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 Sector Six: Reno, covering northern California, northern Nevada, and Idaho, Vacant (Mr. Robbie
McGurn temporary)
.6 Western Service Area Airspace Actions – Lt Col Scott Babos and Lt Col Richard Farnsworth –
NWM Air Force Representative to the FAA Seattle. The AFReps and the FAA ATReps work closely on
airspace actions.
 Alaska – Delta MOA – Joint Pacific Alaskan Range Complex
 The MOA will connect the two large pieces of airspace - the Yukon MOAs to the northeast and
the Fox MOAs and Restricted Area 2202 to the southwest - to support a Red Flag Alaska two-week
air-to-air combat scenario for U.S. and allied forces four times per year with 120 aircraft airborne
simultaneously.
 A temporary MOA has been used for past three years and is approved for use this year for Red
Flag Alaska.
 The process was submitted to the FAA in March 2009 and the Final decision is expected by July
1, 2010.
 Idaho - Paradise MOA – 366th FW, MT Home AFB, ID
 Airspace Objective: Expand the lateral boundaries to accommodate four separate
maneuvering/engagement areas at a distance to up to 90NM and lowering the minimum altitude to
10,000 MSL or 3,000 AGL whichever is higher.
 Aeronautical Study: Completed and currently at Salt Lake Center Airspace and Procedures Office
where mitigations are being considered.
 Environmental Study: Reworked due to missing information FAA has concurred with a FONSI.
ACC currently reviewing the study and the Air Force expects an approval of a FONSI.
 En Route Automation Modernization (ERAM) at the FAA has caused delays in the process
 Utah & Nevada - White Elk MOA – 388th Fighter Wing, Hill AFB, UT
 Airspace Objective: Expand Gandy MOA boundary to the west of the UTTR complex for an
additional 40x60 NM training area for use during testing within UTTR. UTTR cannot support
simultaneous testing and training during cruise missile testing.
 Aeronautical Study: Submitted to FAA 20 Nov 2009 and currently at Salt Lake Center Airspace
and Procedures awaiting the EIS to be submitted.
 Environmental Study: Includes supersonic speed above 18,000 feet. The EIS is to be finalized
shortly after the ARC meeting.
 En Route Automation Modernization (ERAM) at the FAA has caused delays in the process
 Montana, Wyoming & South Dakota - Powder River MOA – 28th Bomb Wing, Ellsworth AFB,
SD
 Airspace Objective: Expand the Powder River MOA complex by three times and create Powder
River ATCAAs above the MOAs.
 Aeronautical Study: Submitted to FAA 5 Feb 2010, FAA circularization and begin of the
Aeronautical Review to be competed in Spring 2010
 Environmental Study: The Draft EIS is being developed and Public Hearings are scheduled for
June 2010.
 Political – Three states, three FAA Centers and two FAA Service Centers complicate the
aeronautical plan and support from politicians.
 Colorado - Cheyenne MOA – 140th Wing, Colorado ANG, Buckley AFB, CO
 Airspace Objective: Expand existing Cheyenne High/Low MOAs and ATCAA to support air-toair and air-to-ground training
.a Expand the existing Cheyenne High MOA and the associated ATCAA laterally to the South
West, South, South East and East.
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.b Additionally it will expand the Cheyenne Low MOA to the same horizontal confines from
500’ AGL to 11,000’ MSL.
 Aeronautical Study: The unit has completed the preparation of the proposal after closely working
with Denver ARTCC. The Center has given excellent suggestions on new dimensions due to limited
use of two Victor Airways
.a The original MOA was reduced for the new Denver Airport
.b There have been many delays
 Environmental Study: Study is funded and awaiting the DOPAA for the MOA
.a The National Park service provided excellent support with noise monitoring at the Sand
Creek National Monument which is under the proposed MOA. Other sound environments such as
trains and vehicles were included to compare their impact with that of training aircraft.
.b Several request for this study were made: contact Ms. Vicki McCusker, NPS Natural Sounds
Program (970) 267-2117, email: vicki_mccusker@nps.gov
 Renewable Energy is a concern – problem trying to object to wind energy near ranges while
creating new airspace over existing wind energy facilities.
.7 Air National Guard Encroachment / Engagement – Mr. Landon Jones, NGB/A3AA
 Encroachment Encounters: …To enter by gradual steps or by stealth into the possessions or rights
of another …To advance beyond the usual or proper limits …The act of sharing in the activities of a
group or organization
 Wind farm development
 Urban sprawl
 Non-compatible Land-Use development (schools, hospitals, community centers)
 Designation of wilderness areas on state and federal lands
 NAS redesign and route structure changes
 NGB/A3AA advice/guidance to the field
 Early, Often, and Sustained contact with external stakeholders
 Wing leadership proactive involvement with community leaders, planners
.a Let them champion solutions that satisfy all
 Seek help and resources at both the Bureau and HAF
 Supporting Documents and Tools
 Air Installation Compatible Use Zone (AICUZ) Studies - Protect the public’s health, safety, and
welfare. To prevent encroachment from degrading the operational capability of military air
installations in meeting mission requirements. Recommends land uses that will be compatible with
noise levels, accident potential, and obstruction clearance criteria.
 Joint Land Use Studies (JLUS) - Cooperative land use planning effort between affected local
government and the military installation. Recommendations present a rationale and justification to
support compatible development to prevent encroachment and promote public health, safety and
welfare.
 FAA Part 150 studies (civil/military joint use fields)
 Public Affairs (PA) involvement mandatory to maintain continuity and standardization conveying
action/impact
 Risk Communication training highly encouraged when speaking in a civil/public forums or
providing interviews
 Develop local engagement tools: tri-folds, DvDs, website, etc, to describe the mission and the
necessity of the space that is required to meet objectives.
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 NGB has developed a DVD and handout to explain why we do what we do, available on the Air
National Guard Airspace and Range COP. https://www.my.af.mil/afknprod/ASPs/CoP/OpenCoP.asp?
Filter=AN-OP-02-53
 Problems:
 Colorado ANG received a request for information about a wind energy project on a low level and
found out that there were a total of nine proposals impacting every leg of the MTR.
 Efforts at the Department of Energy to get a web site developed that would have maps that
indicate areas of concern for renewable energy development
 Currently no high over-arching authority to direct renewable energy development.
 NORAD – WADS – every time a tower is constructed, missions are impacted. They impede radio
and radar coverage.
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.8 Air Mobility Command (AMC) – Mr. Tim Gravelle, HQ AMC/A3AA
 Bases In NWM Region
 Joint Base Lewis-McChord, WA (Tacoma) - 62 Airlift Wing; C-17
 Fairchild AFB, WA (Spokane) - 92 Air Refueling Wing; KC-135
 High Speed Exemption - 62 AW Initiated Exemption to FAR 91.117 (Aircraft Speed) & Waiver to
AFI 11-202V3 (Gen Flight Rules) Para 5.7.5 (FAA Speed Auth.)
 Allow C-17s to operate between 250 - 350 knots below 10,000’ MSL
 High Speed Arrivals & Departures to practice combat tactics used in the AOR - “Train Like We
Fight”
 AMC amended request to include all AMC aircraft/pilots
 AFFSA approved waiver Vol. 3/2009-2 to allow high-speed tactical training, subject to several
conditions
 AMC/A3 Authorized 5 Jun 09 - Units Must Submit for Approval
 McChord CE Determining if Environmental Assessment Required - Will Submit Final Package
for AMC/A3 Approval
 Travis AFB - Collinsville-Montezuma Hills Wind Resource Area (WRA)
 Established in 1988 to Provide Clean Energy to the Bay Area
 One Wind Turbine Provides Power for Almost 1,000 Customers
 Noted for its Prime Location Between Rapidly Growing Bay Area and Sacramento the Center of
“Delta Breeze” only 4.65 Miles from Travis AFB
 Travis AFB Airspace - Traffic Count: 140,000+ Civilian and Military, Nearly 80% Civilian
 TWR - Class D - 5 NM up to 2,600 MSL
 RAPCON - Class E Airspace (60 Miles N/S and 40 Miles E/W, 700 AGL – 10,000 MSL with
seven Airports
 Concord IFR/VFR Training
 Route Structure Between Bay Area and SAC
 Travis AFB RADAR
 Travis Radar Problems
.a False Targets Southeast of Travis After New Radar Installed - Dozens on Windy Days
.b Controllers Determined Wind Turbines Made False Targets
.c Controllers Unable to Adjust Scope to Filter False Targets With New Radar Software
.d Targets Also Dropped Off Radar Over Wind Turbines
 Additional Wind Turbine Construction Proposals
.a 833 Wind Turbines Operating in the WRA by 2009
.b Proposal for constructing 142 More Turbines in 2010
 Concerns From Travis
.a Increase in Clutter From Wind Turbine Targets
.b Increase in Aircraft Targets Dropped
.c Decrease in Safety
 CRADA - Cooperative Research & Development Agreement (CRADA) - Established in October
2009 to Find a Balance between Travis’ Needs and Energy Corporation’s Needs
 Objective: To Determine the Projected Impact of Wind Turbine Development on Air Traffic
Operations Near Travis Air Force Base
 Purpose: Provide a means to obtain reliable, objective data to assess current air traffic operational
radar coverage in the TAFB Area
 The CRADA was the basis for the formation of a Joint Technical Working Group (JTWG)
Consisting of Representatives from the Air Force Flight Standards Agency (AFFSA), Air Mobility
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Command (AMC), Westslope Consulting, LLC (Westslope), Montezuma Wind, SMUD, Travis AFB,
as well as Consultants that the participants directed to participate on their behalf
 Operations Working Group Study formed to examined operational requirements for airspace over
WRA, examined airspace complexity and determined the acceptable level of ATC service
 Radar Working Group formed to assess the effect of existing wind turbines on Travis ASR-11
 Conclusion & Findings:
 Minimum Level of Service has Been Met and Will Not be Impacted by Additional Wind Turbine
Development
 Travis’ DASR-11 Radar Improves Level of Safety Required for Class E Airspace
 Preservation of Radar Quality Desired to Maintain Level of Service Required for Efficient
Operations
 Recommendations by OWG: Construct Additional 142 Wind Turbines
.9 Session Wrap Up/Adjourn – Colonel Wedan - Thanked everyone for the honest discussion and
reminded that the airspace councils must address the renewable energy and encroachment issues.
.C MANAGEMENT SESSION FOR MARCH 3, 2010 ADJOURNED AT 5:30 PM.
.D MANAGEMENT SESSION PROCEEDINGS FOR MARCH 4, 2010
.1 Remarks/Objectives/Introductions – Colonel Wedan – suggested that the council should identify
issues that will result in action items. Action Items are used to tell the people at the national level what we
need. We need a national effort on renewable energy
 Engaging at the local level – if federal funds are being used, we should be able to find information
about development proposals.
 BLM land - we should be able to get information; private land with private funding may be hard to
do.
 Mr. Steve Sample stated that the problem is that the information cannot be put on the web due to
proprietary competitive information.
.2 National Overview – Brigadier General Rice (Assistant AG Air, MA ANG and National co-chair
 General Rice attempts to go to all of these regional meetings.
 Lot of things happening – last year focused on airspace managers – This year we are focusing on
Encroachment.
 We are looking at the UK where the military outgrew the support. Our country is going the same way.
How do we do more with less funding?
 UAS / RPA are the effort that is taking most of our time. It is very important but how do we get to a
sense and avoid environment. In 2020, we may be able to use ADS-B on every aircraft and the NAS will
be safe.
 Congress is attempting to put cockpit monitoring devices in commercial aircraft
 State emergency with many aircraft – how do we integrate all the various assets that respond to an
emergency incident? For coordination issues, we have used Ms. Julie Stewart’s and 1 st
AF/NORTHCOM’s model for integrating disaster relief aircraft into temporary flight restrictions which
was developed after Hurricane Katrina.
 Fifth Generation Fighters – how do we exploit the full capability of those aircraft? Operational
training is more than just airspace; must now include the entire frequency spectrum and urban
environments. Training in current Warning Areas will provide less than 50% of required capability.
 Encroachment of all sorts of things:
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Energy needs of our country are outweighing the security needs (training) of the U.S.
A lot of thought in how to do all of this with FAA NextGen and other capabilities
Other government aircraft are a major impact.
Operating Space Enterprise – how to solve all of these airspace requirements?

.3 FAA – AFREP Lt Col Farnsworth – Western Service Area
 DoD has 56 active UAS Certificates of Authorization (COA), representing 40% of the COAs the FAA
has for action.
 Airspace access will only increase, we must prepare now.
 UAS – NAS Access Today – Special Access
 COA process is the only way to operate outside of Restricted Airspace or Warning Areas
 Every operation is unique – many are manpower intensive and equipment requirement
 UAS - Mid Term – Routine Access
 Policy, procedures and standards are normalized
 Procedures reduce the special equipment requirements
 COAs used for exceptional operations only
 ExCom Directed COA Working Group
 FAA lead a working group to identify top 14 COA issues and develop recommendations for
process improvement
 Focus on “Process” first, additional issues identified and will be addressed
 Problem with COAs is that they are all unique – trying to standardize COAs so the procedure is
simplified.
 UAS - Future – Normalized Access
 Policy, procedures, standard and equipage allow NAS to operate in the NAS with an equivalent
level of safety and the same efficiency as manned aircraft.
 The Way Forward
 Air Force is trying to make everything visible to all units to insure equal access.
 Need to be transparent with our operations
 Ensure DoD UAS flight operations are in compliance with FAA approved COAs
 Provide effective communications with FAA following a UAS incident.
 Air Force continues to be good stewards of the airspace.
.4 AOPA - Mr. Kramer – Introduced himself as the AOPA Special Use Airspace specialist. AOPA represent
416,000 members in airspace matters and is attend these meeting to engage early and often on actions that
will affect AOPA membership.
.5 BLM/US Forest Service – Ms. Julie Stewart (BLM/USFS National Interagency Airspace Program
Manager). Ms. Stewart started by saying that she has transferred from BLM/Oregon to the BLM National
Office (and will remain in Portland, OR).
 Airspace/Range Council History: Ms. Stewart has been participating in DOD Airspace meetings
since 1991.
 Initially, the Senate Armed Services Committee established national airspace meetings by
direction to the Secretaries of Defense and Interior to develop an avenue to resolve airspace conflicts
between DOD, USFS and DOI.
 The Interagency Airspace Natural Resource Coordination Group (IANRCG) was an active
committee who established conflict resolution tactics to reduce perceived airspace conflicts such as
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Senator Ben Nighthorse Campbell’ proposed legislation to turn the airspace management over federal
lands to the land managers.
 The primary engagement issues at that time were noise and environmental issues and that
continued until 9/11 when military training priorities were readdressed.
 IANRCG was responsible in part for the development of the Interagency Airspace Coordination
Guide, and increased awareness and was instrumental in addressing issues involving safety and
operations; NEPA compliance and environmental affairs; and education and awareness.
 When the Air National Guard started the regional airspace groups, the shift moved from IANRCG
to the new Airspace/Range Council groups that were working at a unit-to-unit level to mitigate
airspace issues without elevating them to the Departmental level. Sometimes participation was sparse,
but the Air Force and Air National Guard have established consistency by hosting regular
geographical meetings that provide land managers the option of participating when they have issues.
 What is the current perceived threat? Issues often identified include encroachment and noise.
However, what would this meeting look like if we had a mid-air collision between DOD aircraft and fire
fighting aircraft in a SUA or a MTR?
 For the BLM and Forest Service, these meetings are our opportunity to engage and find ways to
avoid a Mid-Air Collision.
 BLM and Forest Service fire-fighting operations constitute the second largest air force in the
country with a potential of over 2,000 contract and government aircraft flying in response to wildfire
suppression and other government activities.
 Over the past 17 years we have participated and developed various airspace tools such as:
.a Participation in the IANRCG Committee meetings
.b Participation in the Airspace/Range Council meetings
.c Developed and published the Interagency Airspace Coordination Guide
.d Obtained the National Firefighting Transponder Code 1255
.e Developed and published Airspace Deconfliction Videos and Posters
.f Developed TFR Graphical depiction on the internet (2000)
.g Developed Airspace Internet websites for information sharing
.h Developed MOUs and LOAs with various DoD bases
.i Developed on-line airspace training
.j Updated the Flight Hazard message for DoD flight crews in the AP/1
 What is our next step in Airspace Deconfliction and Mid-Air Collision avoidance? Are we doing
enough to prevent the next Mid-Air Collision? We share the airspace. Does the military unit airspace
manager coordinate with the BLM/USFS Unit Aviation Managers in their area? Are your units aware of
fire fighting activity?
 When a large lightning storm moves through an area, it may start several hundred fires that our fire
suppression aviation resources may activate in response. We need quick and accurate coordination with
military units to eliminate potential mid-air encounters.
 What does the future hold? We are excited about the following developments:
 Updates in the SAM/MADE program and its potential interaction with the Air Force Low Level
Deconfliction program
 PAD updates to Falcon View
 The revision of the 2003 Interagency Airspace Coordination Guide
 Setting up our dispatch units with Lockheed Martin’s E-NOTAM program
 Watching the development of UAS technology and its potential applications
 We still run the risk of a mid-air...and this meeting would look different if we experienced one. Are
we doing everything we can to prevent a Mid Air Collision? If we had a mid-air collision, who else would
be attending this meeting? Would we have the Air Force Safety Officers involved? We encourage
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reaching out to BLM, USFS and NPS Aviation Managers through site visits, conference calls, regional
and local meetings to share information and technology. We can still prevent a mid-air accident through
this interaction. We would like to see the US Air Force MACA programs for the individual units covered
in this meeting and a safety guest speaker.
 ACTION ITEM: We are losing our history – we should capture the history of the Airspace/Range
Council meetings to provide a roadmap of success for future endeavors. The corporate knowledge of
airspace coordination is an important aspect of how successful the Airspace/Range Councils have been
throughout the years.
 Colonel Wedan added that units are very impressed with the tools that have been created – a real
success story.
 Ms. Stewart – wWe are proud of what we have done – do not lose the safety aspect of these meetings.
We are flying fewer aircraft than we were in the previous decade. We are still having intrusions but most
of those do not involve military aircraft. This is part of our success story.
.6 CBP – Mr. Jerry Ihrke – DHS/CBP - Air & Marine Operations Center (AMOC). Mr. Ihrke is a
former Air Force air traffic controller.
 DHS – CBP - Office of Air and Marine include CBP field operations and Border Patrol (BP). AMOC
is the National Law Enforcement Air Interdiction Center.
 CBO and BP aviation assets are combined for the world’s largest law enforcement air and marine
force with 22 types of aircraft.
.a P3 similar capability as AWACS
.b Cessna Citation with F-16 radar is interceptor
.c Blackhawks are the best aircraft to go into short fields or no field
.d Cheyenne is the tracker with 4 hrs of endurance
.e UAS operations in the National Airspace System currently in Arizona and North Dakota
.f Aircraft are unarmed other than the personal side arms
 National Missions are conducted in three regions: Southwest, Southeast, and Northern.
 Northern region has operations from Bellingham, Spokane, Montana, and Grand Forks, ND.
.a The agency uses seized vehicles and other equipment.
.b There are problems with the UAS COA restricting operations with the Grand Forks UAS.
(Since the meeting this has been worked out)
.c Along northern border do follow suspicious vehicle traffic north into Canada
.d Have used military aircraft to assist with ID and tracking – need help and call in any
suspicious activity.
 Southwest region has many operating locations along the Mexican border and Texas coastline.
.a Radar Coverage – aero stats are good for low altitude but they are not all-weather
.b CBP UAS operate out of Sierra Vista, AZ and Grand Forks, ND.
.c Major current problem is ultra lights crossing the border – the drug cartels use tactics to
attempt to conceal their activity.
 CBP looks for narcotics, illegal emigrants and terrorists.
 Discussion:
.a A typical bust - identify potential threat, launch interceptor and track from South America to
northern U.S.
(). 1 When we see a suspicious aircraft, we work with WADS to track the aircraft
(). 2 250kts is cutoff, slow tracked by CBP and fast WADS will work with NORAD to track.
(). 3 Have used aircraft out of domestic watch
(). 4 A recent bust included ricin with terrorism potential - (This was just an exercise called
Golden Phoenix but did simulate a real threat)
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.b General Rice asked how much is reactive and proactive - It is about even, the CBP
intelligence organization is getting information and we bust people.
The threat is real

.7 Air Transport Association (ATA) – Mr. Jim Hamilton – (UPS, Manager ATC Systems) mentioned
that he was representing Mr. George Ingram from ATA.
 Mr. Ingram is committed to working with all airlines and the military to insure the best and most cost
effective operations can be achieved.
 Concerning the Holiday Airspace Release Program (HARP) – ATA represents all airlines and they all
appreciate the effort made by the military to enhance air traffic during the holidays.
 The DOT cost estimate per minute is $74; airlines save millions of dollars during HARP
operations.
 In today’s economy the difference between profit or lost is just a few minutes.
 White Sands – 283 flights
 29 Palms – 938 flights
 ATA is committed to ensuring the airlines are aware of the military training requirements.
.8 National Park Service – Ms. Theresa Ely (Natural Sounds Program) – Ms. Ely is a soundscape
specialist, representing Ms. Vicki McCusker.
 Want to thank Brig General Rice and Lt Col Covin for their help in tracking down problems.
 Natural Sounds Program is located in Fort Collins, Colorado as a Washington HQ Support Office of
the National Park Service. Staff expertise includes acoustic data collection, analysis planning and NEPA
information management
 Encroachment Issues are also a major concern of the National Park Service. The FAA forecasts a
tripling in flights over the next 20 years as well regional airport development.
 An effective way for NPS to solve overflight issues is by engaging stakeholders
 Legislative fixes/litigation take years
 Park requests for assistance with military overflight issues almost doubled from 2008 with 19
parks/regions requesting assistance in 2009. High altitude overflights have a noise signature within
some parks.
 Over the last 20 years, urban areas have grown as well as the use of mechanized recreational
vehicles, commercial aircraft overflights.
 In addition, the use of personal devices has increased and many of these generate noise – cell
phones, boom boxes, etc. Parks are increasingly encroached upon but also
 Types of assistance
 NPS has just produced a new bulletin that features Soundscape information containing the hard
science of sound.
 Great success was the Sand Creek monitoring program that was conducted to evaluate impact
from unit aircraft flying in the proposed Cheyenne MOA.
 Great Sand Dunes Preserve – has had the lowest reading ever – the sound of normal breathing at
three meters is the same as recorded at the sand dunes.
 The type of road surface affects the amount of noise generated
 Tracking over-flight noise of military and civilian operations
 Helicopter low altitude overflight of Casa Grande Nation Monument
.9 Round Table Discussion – Colonel Wedan opened the discussion session by stating that the council
could not solve everything but we want to highlight problems and identify issues that should be acted on. Brig
General Rice suggested that as issues are identified they would be considered as Action Items for formal
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resolution on a national level by the appropriate agencies. He also suggested that the existing Action Item list
be amended to include Tasks to be accomplished to resolve issues that do not need to be elevated to the
national level.
 Air Traffic Issues
 Engagement with Air Traffic Control (ATC) – Mr. Dean Fulmer suggested that relationship
building between units and ATC facilities is important. Enroute people at the Air Traffic Centers have
secret-level security clearances and a warfighter briefing to the center personnel will have more
benefit than you can imagine. Tower and TRACON personnel do not have secret clearances but an
unclassified briefing will be very beneficial. Urban environment training often involves these
facilities.
 MARSA (Military Assumes Responsibility for Separation). Colonel Wedan added that five
years ago the Oregon ANG F-15 unit was having a problem with ATC allowing the flight to entering
areas that were already active with another flight. The unit went to the ATC facility and provided the
controllers with a briefing on F-15 capabilities with onboard sensors and the capability to provide
their own deconfliction between units. The briefing included MARSA (Military Assumes
Responsibility for Separation), was very beneficial, and improved airspace entry and exit.
 MARSA and Wind Power Generation – Lt Col Rousseau added that false targets generated by
windmills along Military Training Routes (MTRs) create a safety-of-flight concern. When we engage
in MARSA inside special use airspace with windmills, there is a safety-of-flight issue. When towers
are approved by the OE/AAA (Obstruction Evaluation/Airport Airspace Analysis) process, they are
only looking at the tower as a safety of flight issue and not evaluating the false target generation as a
safety issue.
.a TASK: Colonel Wedan requested Lt Col Rousseau draft formal letter to the FAA requesting
changes to the OE/AAA process with respect to the effects of windmill farms.
.b It was suggested that Lt Col Rousseau’s briefing should be presented in the management
council for everyone to understand the safety of flight issues concerning windmill effects on
Doppler Radar.
.c Mr. Perkins suggested that the letter would need to go the OE/AAA and other FAA braches.
.d Mr. Sample added that the Part 77 language states that the long-range radar come under the
FAA control and their testing has not been sufficient to identify problems that have been
identified at Travis AFB.
.e Lt Col Babos added that in Alaska, we are working on windmill developments and 12 items
of concern by the FAA have been given back to the developer. All issues identified were training
issues and not safety of flight. We need to recognize the safety of flight issues to give more
strength to objections to certain locations. The FAA in Alaska is already having these discussions
but more emphasis is needed on the impact to Doppler radar.
.f The State of Idaho has some legislative authority on towers built in the state. Anything over
200 feet is considered an aviation hazard but tower’s below that height can also be an issue. Send
the tower concerns to the state for help.
 Tower Lighting - Lt Col Rousseau suggested that another problem exists with wind energy towers. A
Canadian crew was conducting NVG (Night Vision Goggle) training and could not see a wind farm that
was illuminated with LED (Light Emitting Diodes) instead for incandescent lights. Mr. Sample said that
this issue has been addressed and now every third tower must have normal lighting. Units should insure
that towers within their special use airspace comply with this requirement prior to conducting NVG
training.
 John Day Fossil Beds National Monument Overflight – A briefing item for all pilots to avoid the
visitor center was suggested since the route owner did not want to change the route. Overflights of the
visitor center still occur. The Army and Navy would like to know the location of sites to be avoided and
they should be in the AP-1B. National Parks should identify the location of the points to be avoided.
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 TASK: The AP-1B should have language about avoiding area. That statement should include the
coordinates for the avoidance area (Visitor Center location). The current language only tells the name
of the site and it should include the latitude and longitude of the place.
 Post Meeting Trip Reports going to the commanders need to say that outreach must go beyond the
agencies around the base. The outreach should be extended to the areas being over flown for training.
 Low Altitude Training
 Ms. Stewart stated that a problem exists for fire-fighting dispatcher in not knowing where Army
aviation units fly and train because they do not train on military training routes. For fire-fighting
aviation, there are multiple Departments with aviation activity. The Dept. of Agriculture and Dept of
Interior and multiple agencies, USFS, NPS, and BLM are involved. Just because you have contacted
an agency’s environment branch or park supervisor during an EIS, you may not have reached the
aviation manager that has the information you need.
 There are many non-Fire aviation companies that contract with BLM and the USFS to
accomplish specific projects throughout the year. They are advised to contact military when they are
working within SUA or a MTR. If this is a special project, they are not under the direct control of
BLM or the USFS. It was discussed that State agencies have the same concerns about contracted
agencies not realizing they are within MTRs or SUAs. Most fire fighting aircraft have AFF
(Automated Flight Following) tracking monitoring for firefighting but this does not cover non-firefighting aircraft.
 General Aviation is concerned about low-level training routes. The information about the route
being active is available but it is not very specific about when the training will occur and where.
Specific location and time information would be very valuable.
 TASK: Research how to make that information available
 Helicopter Traffic
 Helicopter common frequency is 123.025 – it is a published frequency that is an air-to-air
frequency but BLM is normally on the BLM flight following frequency and they will probably be on
another frequency for backcountry operations.
 Mr. Ihrke added that when they identify a low-level flight, AMOC uses AFF to cross check any
traffic along the border.
 TASK: Oregon A3 responsible for coordination with Mt. Home AFB on airspace issues
 Test and training issues:
 HARP was a good program for the members of the Air Transport Association.
 Mr. Fulmer said that after the complete closure in 2008, the FAA was tasked to look at the high
value airspace and to narrow the focus only the airspace that provided the greatest benefit.
 Air Refueling (AR) routes 8A and 8B are embedded AR routes in other special use airspace. This
is an old issue at WADS of concurrent operations and improved unit-to-unit communications are
required. Perhaps there is an opportunity to work with new airspace managers.
 ACTION ITEM: Improved Communication with Renewable Energy Agencies – currently
limited communication exists between national wind and solar agencies that represent and provide
information to energy developments.
 AF A3O – should identify a national organization(s) to be included as attendees to regional
ARCs. Mr. Sample said that this make sense since A3O has been attending their meetings. The
relationship should exist with AWEA and he will bring it up to them at their next meeting.
 How do we get them to reach out to us when they have a proposed development?
 ACTION ITEM: Need to develop an outreach guide for State Leadership
.a MAJCOMs must insure there is an outreach program that can get information to active units.
.b Mr. Sample suggested that we must be consistent with responses. A3O-A must build an
internal tracking tool so the responses are monitored. A3O-A is working on this issue.
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.c The tool must identify:
(). 1 what we have now and planned for the future
(). 2 how do we engage the MAJCOM and States
(). 3 Not only energy issues but other type of encroachment as well
 Airspace Management Policies and Procedures are pushed down to units and they may not always
work. Airspace Manager at each base operates with unique situations; standardized approaches will not
always work. Airspace Mangers receive guidance that may not work. What they need is a policy of “I
have your back” when they are trying to maintain airspace for the needs of their units. The MAJCOMs
need to be involved.
 ACTION ITEM: Doppler Radar Training Issues Roadmap: We need to look forward and try to
protect legacy as well as future training requirements. Decision makers need to receive the F-35
capabilities brief so they know what the future requirements are. We need a roadmap on radar training
issues. These issues must be linked with a data call for other known future requirements.
 Low Utilized Military Training Routes: At the unit level, we are not advised of the breakeven point
of retaining low-level routes. In the past, it has been believed that if you do not use the MTRs you will
lose them.
 The RAND Study has many qualitative things and not just a numerical figure for airspace
utilization. The numbers of new aircraft are less and the utilization of MTRs / SUAs may be less but
no less important for training. Trying to state what is acceptable in numbers of uses is invalid
 AMC has not seen a threat to take away MTRs because they do not restrict other air traffic.
 TASK: Insure that A3OA include safety of flight issues when considering Fifth Generation
Fighter requirements.
 Center Scheduling Enterprise (CSE) includes dynamic features that define all of the training
attributes that are required for specific training events. The F-35 syllabus that will define these
attributes is possibly still two years away. The F-35 will have the full spectrum of air-to-air and air-toground operations. The preliminary training requirements are available.
.a The tactics will change; we must retain capabilities such as low altitude training
.b Windmills will affect training even when they are five or more miles outside the route
boundaries. 37 to 40 miles outside of the route should provide safety for current generation
Doppler radar.
 Joint Base Lewis-McChord (JBLM) as a joint base, staff was tasked to find all Army aviation within
each state. The aviation coordination varies from state to state. In some states, the Army is very involved
in airspace coordination. Army is involved with UAS but they are behind the Air Force in coordination. It
is time to rename this group the Joint ARC and formally include the Army.
 Why are not all services at these meetings? The issues are across all Services and we should be
working together to resolve them.
 Other Services have been invited in the past but the Navy has formally declined. They have
participated in some regions and providing coordination on issues. They regularly attend the
Southeast region meetings, but limited attendance at other regional meetings.
 State Aviation agencies are also regularly invited to regional councils.
 TASK: Colonel Wedan will invite state Army aviation and other aviation units.
.10 Wrap UP – the next meeting is an executive meeting with the Western Pacific Region in Seattle this
August. Let your supervisors know about the executive meeting and get unit concerns elevated for the
meeting.
 This process works.
 Windmills are an issue and a real safety and training concern.
 Airspace Issues take a long time to resolve and need constant and consistant efforts.
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 Brig General Rice added that the only way we make it work is to get the issues out on the table so
they can be addressed and mitigated or eliminated.
.E MANAGEMENT SESSION ADJOURNED AT 12:00 noon.
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AGENDA
Air Force Northwest Mountain Region
Airspace/Range Council

Boise, ID
3-4 March 2010

3 March Management Session
13:30

Welcoming Remarks

Colonel Wedan

13:35

Action Item Status

Mr. Rose

13:50

FAA Topic of Interest
- Special Activity Airspace
- SAMS/MADE
- ATREP Briefing

FAA
Mr. Fulmer
Mr. Perkins
Mr. Bee

14:50

AFREP FAA Update
- Proposals/Issues

Lt Col Babos; Lt Col Farnsworth
Concept Proponents

15:20

Break

15:50

MAJCOMs—Regional Encroachment/Engagement Issues
MAJCOMs introduce issues from their units
- ANG
Mr. Jones
- ACC
Mr. Sanders
- AFMC
- AFSOC
- AMC
Mr. Gravelle
- AETC
- Discussion
All

17:00

Session Wrap Up
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AGENDA
Air Force Northwest Mountain Region
Airspace/Range Council

Boise, ID
3-4 March 2010

4 March Management Session
08:00

Opening Remarks

Colonel Wedan

08:15

National Overview

Brig Gen Rice

08:30

UAS Ops in NAS Update

Lt Col Farnsworth

09:00

NAS Users Review
State Aviation
AOPA
BLM/Forest Service
Customs Border Protection
Air Transportation Assoc (ATA)
National Park Service

Mr. Kramer
Ms. Stewart
Mr. Ihrke
Mr. Hamilton
Ms. Ely

10:00

Break

10:20

Round Table Discussion
All
Issues, Concerns, Solutions
Moderator to keep discussion on track and prevent monopolizing discussions.
Air Traffic – Enroute, Terminal
Overflight, Coordination, Environmental
Test/Training Airspace – Location, Design, Use
Air Transport Operations

11:45

Action Item Recap

Mr. Rose

11:50

Session Wrap Up/Adjourn

Colonel Wedan
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222 West 7th Ave., #14
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Comm: (907) 552-4430
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Mr. Steven Banks
BLM Idaho State Aviation Manager
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Boise, ID 83709-

DSN:
Comm: (208) 373-3853
Cell: (208) 631-1624
E-mail: steven_banks@blm.gov

Lt Col Chris Casson
173 FW Airspace Manager
243 Vandengerg Drive, Ste 22
Kalmath Falls, OR 97603-

DSN: 830-6411
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E-mail: chris.casson@ang.af.mil

Mr. Scott Chehock
BLM - Twin Falls Air Base
371 Joslin Way
Twin Falls, ID 83301-

DSN:
Comm: (208) 735-6503
Cell: (208) 308-3985
E-mail: scott_chehock@blm.gov

LTC Ted Clemens
Army Aviation Support Fac (AASF)
3448 Harvard St Bldt 559
Boise, ID 83705-

DSN: 422.3984
Comm: (208) 272-3984
Cell: (208) 365-0225
E-mail: ted.clemens@id.ngb.army.mil

Mr. John Crowe
Airspace Management
10471 Suite 124
Elmendorf AFB, AK 99506-

DSN:
Comm: (907) 552-0999
Cell: (907) 952-5995
E-mail: john.crowe@elmendorf.af.mil

Mr. John DeThomas
Idaho Division of Aeronautics
ID

DSN:
Comm: (208) 334-8775
Cell: (208) 949-6196
E-mail: john.dethomas@itd.idaho.gov

Lt Col Buel Dickson
120 FW
2800 Airport Ave B
Great Falls, MT 59404-

DSN: 791-0443
Comm: (406) 788-1309
Cell: (406) 788-1309
E-mail: buel.dickson@ang.af.mil
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Cell:
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HQ USAF/A7CIB
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Comm: (208) 373-3825
Cell:
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Comm: (703) 588-2002
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Mr. Jerry Ihrke
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DSN:
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E-mail: tom.kramer@aopa.org

Lt Col William Krueger
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Joint Base Lewis-McChord, WA 98335-
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E-mail: william.krueger@wads.mcchord.af.mil
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3500 Fetchet Ave
Andrews AFB, MD 20762-
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ATTENDEES
Mr. Larry Mabbutt
South Central Idaho Area - BLM Fire and Aviation
400 West F. St., Box 2B
Shoshone, ID 83352-

DSN:
Comm: (208) 732-7249
Cell: (208) 308-3983
E-mail: larry_mabbutt@ut.blm.gov

Colonel Rick Martin
CO ANG/A3
425 W Hamilton Ave.
Peterson AFB, CO 80914-

DSN: 834-3155
Comm: (719) 556-3155
Cell: (719) 650-9362
E-mail: richard.martin@peterson.af.mil

Mr. Robert McGurn
FAA WSA ATREP (Washington/Oregon)
1601 Lind Ave SW
Renton, WA 98057-

DSN:
Comm: (425) 203-4521
Cell: (425) 306-6025
E-mail: robert.mcgurn@faa.gov

Major Charlie Moore
4200 W. Ellworth St
Boise, ID 83708-

DSN: 422-4457
Comm: (208) 272-4457
Cell: (208) 407-8841
E-mail: charles.c.moore@us.army.mil

Lt Col Cecilia Nackowski
UTANG UTHQ/XP
UT

DSN: 777-9415
Comm: (801) 777-9415
Cell: (801) 698-5104
E-mail: cecilia.nackowski@hill.af.mil

Mr. Patrick "Don" Noonan
Marstel-Day, LLC

DSN:
Comm:
Cell: (571) 435-1714
E-mail: dnoonan@marstel-day.com

Ms. Nicole Oke
South Central Idaho Fire Dispatch Center

DSN:
Comm:
Cell:
E-mail:

Mr. Jim Perkins
HQ FAA/AJR-32
800 Independence Ave.
Washington, DC 20171-

DSN:
Comm: (202) 493-1444
Cell: (202) 450-0136
E-mail: jim.perkins@faa.gov

Brig Gen Harold Reed
WYANG / Chief of Staff - Air
217 Dell Range Blvd
Cheyenne, WY 82009

DSN: 388-5243
Comm: (307) 772-5243
Cell: (307) 630-2876
E-mail: harold.reed@ang.af.mil
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ATTENDEES
Brig Gen L. Scott Rice
JFHQ MA ANG / ATAG
50 Maple Street
Milford, MA 01757-3604

DSN: 256-6546
Comm: (508) 233-6546
Cell: (413) 627-0821
E-mail: leon.rice@ang.af.mil

Colonel Brad Richy
4040 Harward St.
Boise, ID 83705-

DSN: 422-5814
Comm: (208) 244-5814
Cell: (208) 841-8974
E-mail: william.richy@ang.af.mil

Mr. Gary Rose
QinetiQ North America
7370 N. Catalina Ridge Dr
Tucson, AZ 85718-1369

DSN:
Comm:
Cell: (520) 360-5225
E-mail: gary.rose@qinetiq-na.com

Lt Col James 'Inspector' Rousseau
AFMC/Nevada
NV

DSN: 525-8400 ex55057
Comm: (661) 275-8400
Cell:
E-mail: james.rousseau@oln-afmc.af.mil

Mr. Daniel Rund
USAF Academy 306 OSS/DOA
Bldg 9206
USAFA, CO 80840-

DSN: 333-0595
Comm: (719) 333-0595
Cell: (719) 440-4190
E-mail: daniel.rund@usafa.af.mil

Mr. John Ryan
62 AW - Airspace Manager
1172 Loriton Blvd
McChord AFB, WA

DSN: 382-4057
Comm: (253) 982-4057
Cell:
E-mail: john.ryan1@mcchord.af.mil

Mr. Steven Sample
HQ USAF/A3O-BR
1840 Nash St., Ste C-100
Arlington, VA 22209-

DSN: 425-2026
Comm: (703) 588-2026
Cell:
E-mail: steven.sample@pentagon.af.mil

Lt Col Garrett Schmidt
142 FW - Alert OIC & Airspace Manager
6801 NE Cornfoot Road
Portland IAP, OR 97218-

DSN: 638-4421
Comm: (503) 335-4421
Cell: (360) 909-8232
E-mail: garrett.schmidt@ang.af.mil

Mr. Byron Schmidt
366 OSS/OSRA (Chief, Airspace Management)
1050 Desert St., Bldg 2215, Ste 159
Mountain Home AFB, ID 83648-

DSN: 728-4722
Comm: (208) 828-4722
Cell: (208) 631-1958
E-mail: byron.schmidt@mountainhome.af.mil
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ATTENDEES
Major Scott Smith
190 FS
2166 N. Hickory Way
Meridian, ID 83646-

DSN: 422-5348
Comm: (208) 629-4153
Cell: (208) 340-2647
E-mail: scott.smith032@gmail.com

Major John Stevenson
Airburst Range
CO

DSN: 847-6901
Comm:
Cell:
E-mail: john.stevenson.1@ang.af.mil

Ms. Julie Stewart
BLM/USFS (Fire & Aviation)
PO Box 3623
Portland, OR 97208

DSN:
Comm: (503) 808-6728
Cell: (503) 780-0097
E-mail: julie_stewart@blm.gov; juliejstewart@aol.com

Mr. George Stone
28th BW Airspace Manager
1956 Scott Dr., Ste 201
Ellsworth AFB, SD 57706-

DSN: 675-1230
Comm: (605) 385-1230
Cell: (605) 431-6580
E-mail: george.stone@ellsworth.af.mil

Lt Col Douglas Switzer
NAVREP, FAA Western Service Area
1601 Lind Ave SW
Renton, WA 98057-

DSN:
Comm: (425) 227-1384
Cell:
E-mail: douglas.switzer@faa.gov

Mr. Tim Tarris
QinetiQ North America
9291 N. Calle Buena Vista
Tucson, AZ 85704-

DSN:
Comm: (520) 297-8632
Cell: (520) 275-3726
E-mail: ttarris@aol.com

Lt Diana Tersak
USN Regional Airspace Coordinator (RAC)

DSN:
Comm: (619) 545-1745
Cell: (619) 572-9059
E-mail: diana.tersak@navy.mil

Colonel Rick Wedan
OR-JFHQ/A3
243 Vandenburg Dr. (5220
Klamath Falls, OR 97603-

DSN: 830-6531
Comm: (541) 885-6531
Cell: (541) 331-5180
E-mail: rick.wedan@ang.af.mil

Mr. Patrick Welch
NGB/A3A
1411 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Arlington, VA 22202-3231

DSN: 327-2114
Comm: (703) 607-2114
Cell:
E-mail: pat.welch@ang.af.mil
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ATTENDEES
Lt Col Michell William
266 RANS Commander

DSN: 728-6392
Comm: (208) 828-6392
Cell: (208) 863-7189
E-mail: william.michell@mountainhome.af.mil

Mr. James Wilson
Wilson Defense Solutions
7329 Laurel Creek Ct
Springfield, VA 22150-

DSN:
Comm: (703) 455-5116
Cell: (703) 867-4376
E-mail: jamesr.wilson@cox.net

Mr. Richard Wilson
South Idaho Fire Center
213 West F Street
Shoshone, ID 83301-

DSN:
Comm: (208) 732-7247
Cell: (208) 308-4195
E-mail: richard_wilson@blm.gov
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